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I. INTRODUCTION 
In lhe last deCilde, lhe c ity of Guadalajara, Mexico, has witnessed the inevitable 
loss of p.1trimonia l bu ildings in the downtown area. The absence of enforced 
protective legislation, public education initiatives. public interest, public and private 
fund ing and urban sprawl in Mexican Cities are all major contrfb1 . .1tors to the 
disappearance and loss of this invaluable cultura l resource. 
A great number of Guada laja ra's urban patrimony, e<1>ecia ll y dwe llings, are 
constructed of adobe. To this day, downtown GtJadalajara harbors exceptional 
examples of adobe homes with an array of archi tectural trends including Colonial, 
N~o lass.ical, Eclectic1 Neo-golhk and Neo-indigenous which are all un.ique to Lati rl 
America. Ir is. in 1hese horn s that the mesri7:aie1 of tvvo cu l,ures is. renect.ed in t.helr 
constru ction methods and architectural design.. Architects1 engineers and historians 
have refiected upon tl,e ongoing loss of these exemplifying architectural treasures. 
The built pauimony facing the bi1J8e,t tlirea1 of extinction in Me,ico is 
earthen architecture. This rhreat is due to the vulnerability of the ma terial 
and w the lack of interest that. people nowadays have in it. Even t.hough this 
cultural heritage is an archilectural typology t.hat has been highly 
disseminated in this country rhroughoul the centuries, \11€' f1ave witnessed 
rJ,e irreparable loss of hundreds uf urba,a and rural adobe complexes th,,t 
have been abandoned or int.ent.iollally demolisl,ed wi1h the e.,cuse that the 
1 ~!..-st1z.aJ~ COQl(.'5 Imm the word mesum, whtd'l k USM ·'lS ,-pferff!ce 10 ,1ny ~rr or mixed blood. ~J)C(liicdll'r'· d 
person of mi:-:ed Europf'dfl .~no A~-rl(.Jn l"<!1im .incntry, In SJ>imish J\rnt'rica, !he :enn cleoote:s a per!,Ofl 01 
combined 1n<l1an end Eurofl'P-'ln P,J,;!r.Jchoo. 

materiJ/s of which rhey are built are r1nstable, uns.,fe and unheallhy.' 
Ph.D. luis FetnJndo Guerrero B.1ca 
A brief overview of Mexic~n hislory 1s ne<;:essary to understand lhe uniqueness 
of Mexico's built environmenl and culture. TI1e Spanish conquesl created a new 
idenlity uf peoples where two cultures collided and created what today epitomizes 
Mex,can culture. This idenlity is tangible in our building,, streets and way of life. This 
is why it is of pivot'.11 imporlance these homes are maintained and conserved for future 
generations. A short overview o( identifying ch~uitctcrislics is m~de ro reinforce the 
variety of architectural styles and how they are all congruent lo a visual historical 
landscape and of essential relevance to our cultural history. 
The paradox cone rning the dangerous nature of adobe strutlures and their lack 
of Slabilily is addressed. If 1hese homes are, in facl, unsound, how have they endured 
for <;Q many ye,irs? Som(" ,adobe- ,;;fruclurec; found near Guadot1lajara1 'i city core date 
back to the sixteenlh century. A brief review of restorJtion procedures and prevailing 
obstacles and common prol,lems found in adobe buildings will be referenced. 
An initial thought guided this rewarch. II wa, the belief that the core problem, 
concerning lhe preservation of historic ,;idobe ,i;;tn1ctur lied with the holes anc-f 
deficiencies of Mexican preservation legislalion. Afrer viewing the (egisl3tion it 
became apparent that it was not as deficient as initially thought so the research had to 
expand in addressing many other social issues pertaining to the conservation of these 
adobe struclures. Still, lo truly understand the rPason behind the dismay concerning 
1 l ul!. f1C1TiarKlo Guf'frPro H.J,..,_ Mcvico: L,1 Perdfda de I.J ."irqultl:'CtUf.J Of' •\dobi' t'll Mt-.urn. \Hf-t11.1ge ,u Risi. 
.Z006'2007t I1 2~ 11.J 
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historic arlobe buildings, an analytical view of active legislat ion and codes applicable 
to historic area and buildings was required and necessary to discus. As in many cases, 
legislation is the most cffectiv measure in the preservation of historic patrimony. A 
complete legislative package concerning Mexico's historic herit.ige exists but it is not 
meeting il5 core objectives. Why is legislation not enough to protect the historic adobe 
buildings in Guadalajara? 
Historic adobe structures' vulnerability and unforeseen future is not a unique 
problem to Mexico. Many other countries have adobe structures valued for their 
cultural and historic qualities. In that case, how have other nations addressed the 
problem? A solution might be in government programs, non-profit efforts and 
community outreach, which will be addressed in this paper. I lopefully some of these 
international efforts can be transferred to aid in the conservancy endeavors of 
Guadalajara's historic adobe structures. 
The historic buildings remaining 1n Guadalajara's downtown core embod 
Mexico's cultural history and therefore justify the attention of 11< community, 
lawmakers and the gencriJI rublic. 
.. - ---- - -
-1_1_.111__.i 
11 . BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: GUADALAJARA, MEXICO 
Guadalajara IS the capital of the Mexican state of Jallsco. The city is located in 
1he cen1ral region of Jalisco in the western-pacific region of Mexico. It is !he thi rd 
largest city in Mexico. Guadalajara 's population as of 2010 is 4.4 million in the 
metropolitan ar a. 1 
The territory that later 
hecame known as M x1co 
was conquered by I lernan 
Cortes in 1519 representing 
the Spanish empire. On 
arrival, the Europeans found a 
land composed of many tribe 
with different cultures, 
language and ideologies. After the conques~ Mexico was a Spanish colony for 300 
years, Um in which it became a highly homogeni~ed society. Mexico a quired its 
independence from the Spanish Empire in the early nineteenth century.' 
Before the Spanish conquest. the native tribes of the Cocas and Tecuexes, that 
were relatively small in si,e and number, inhabited the valley where the city f 
Guadala jara was fir.t founded. These tribes were subdued without much resistan e by 
Nuno Beltran de Guzman in 1530. Some time later, the city of Guada lajara was 
~ - uadlJJ.U.1'" Geo-Mcxk o .;iccf'Ssed f",,(n.e,mber 11 , 101 2, !EJ>~••K.,.1<.ncom.~p Jlq2, 
Mad.-i'IJ 'Yampolsl"y, a,'KI Chloe Sa',"et". The:- T1.id1tiorwl ,._rc.hit~rure o( Mt'~ko, !New Y01',: Thames i1ncl Hudson, 
19931 
. . -
jl L _.__.l: 
moved to Tlacotan where ii remained unti l 1541 . It was moved once again due lo the 
wa r known as the rehell ion of Mixton. Afler a brutal battle, the city finally found peace 
but w ith it also came a shortage of Native laborers. It was then forced to relocate for 
the third and lasl time. 
The current location of Guadalajara was settled in the val ley of Alen1ajac on 
February 14, 1 42. The city developed rapidly and was soon the center of religious 
and governmenta l powers of fhe region. In 1560, King Felipe II decided In give the city 
of Guadalajara the royal l icense to move the Cathedral, the Royal Court and al l tax 
officia ls from the city of Compostela, lhus becoming the capital of lhe vasl territory 
then referred to as el Reinado de Nueva Calici~1. 
This brought on massive urban development. The urban structure was 
conceived in accordance with the rest of 1he colonial cities. An urban trace, in the 
form of a grid, was given to most colonial cities. In Guada lajara, the P/azue/a of San 
Femanclo was set al the center. Laler, friar Antonio de Segovia established the 
ne ighburhoods of Mexicalt7ingo, Mezquitfm ,,nd Ana/co. It was during this lime, 
especially 111 the eighteenth century, thal Guadalajara w itnessed overall prosperity that 
also bestowed a historical legacy of architecture, culture and art. ' 
3 • Hl!.TQr1,1 de la Ciudadde Guad.1l,1J.,1r.1 - p.irre 2 " MexK:o Descooocido 20 12, accf"'Ci'>fi'd No,."t"mlier 201 2, 
http:/~ww.Rl("i(tt:ocit&onocido.com.ml!Ali-.tC)tl,1.cJt:,-l,t<1ud.id-de-.guadalaja1a-par1e-l .html 
. -,u_a_- 1 
Fig 2: Historical tmage ol Guc1d.1ta1.1rd S.:m ju,,11 de 010\ hf'ighborhood 
On the 16" of September of 1810, Mexico declared lndepend nee from the 
Spanish uown. The battle lasted 11 years and on September 27, 1821 , Spain signed the 
Treaty of Cordoba and Mexico was a sovereign entity. With this new independence 
came a period of adjustment anrl many other baules. Many of Mexico's citizens did 
not want to confonm to the new government in place and were struggling or a liberal 
reform. The Mexican reform limi ted the Catholic Involvement In land holdings, 
revenues, education and other governmenlill entities, creating a separation betwe<'n 
state and church in the Constitution of 1857. 
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From 1876 to 1910, Mexico found itself in a land of order and progress but also 
w ith a dictatorship. Porfirio Diaz established many economical and technological 
advances but with his rule came enormous social disparities. This brought on the 
Mexican Revolution that lasted from 1910 to 1929. The Mexican Revolution was 
created by popular participation. It was a time of turmoil anti violence. The conflict 
lasted around 20 years. During the Porfirailo (name given lo the time under the 
dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz), economic stability brought with it an abundance of 
European ir\iluent.es, which are seen today in our railroads, strt:ets, archilecture and 
art. With the Revolution came the pride towards the indigenous roots, which are 
tangible in the Neo-colonial, Neo·indigenismo' and Regionalism styles of aKhite<.ture. 
6 r,,eo.[n.d1gt>n1,;n10· drchiteclural ~,·It- wh,<h 1nw<pora•ed indigenous. p,1Mtrn'l> ,lr)ll colo~ on t.ic.1des of bu1ld1ng$. 
7 
~ -- - -- -- -
',JLa.-... 
111. BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: ARCHITECTUR 
History and Oe,elopment of the Urban Trace: 
As with most cities conquered by the Spanish crown in America, the plaza (an 
open urban public space, such as a city square) was the center of all social ancl 
economical ordinances. A social distinction was created with the urban placement of 
homes in accordance to their closeness to the same plaza. The urban t rritury was 
segregated socially, racially and economica lly. The innuential and powerful were 
placed at th perimeters of the plaza while laborers Jncl Indians w re accommodated 
in the empty margins of the urban trace. Later with the homogenization of race in 
Mexico, race no longer 
played the pivotal role in 
urban placement. It was 
ultimately eclipsed by 
ec:onorni<.: and §OCial 
status. 
In the 1670s, 
Spain had become the 
founding power of cities 
Ftg J: UrbJn 1,oce of the Keln.100 dt- \lu~v~ Ca1tcl.i. 
in Latin America. With the Spanish came knowledge of Renaissan,·e urban theories 
and Christian ,deals, which where so successful that they were made the model to 
7 "Cd!NI, I lab1taci011 Y Espacio Urb.'lno en Mexico. De la Coloma al L1beralisrno Det;:rmnnicn.w Scr1p1.:i '\!ova 1003, 
acces!>ed Januilry 2013. I.IIID..'L1...,_w~:w,1,h PdJ1o'.gf>cl(fll•sft{'-n-1,1f>1.LU)l htm:_Nlnftl 
[stcbar, Sanchez de Taglr, tru dtJ<f'fln~ dt> It c.:iJJf>'_ (.111,1 h1~1on1 rf.f> l.i \·f,l p11hhc;i H"t I.I ('p(J{<A ct1/m1J,1I tMt~1co· 
Depaft.lmen:o del Dl!i!Ol(l P:f'(l(>raf/1~\IIW.l N,wlorw I tie Afll rl'.tPC)IO~l,l c I l l~tOnJ, 19'97!, 
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follow by law since 1573. These models are today lhe hislorica l casco• and the starting 
point of many Mcxi an and Latin American cities.• 
The centra l plaza, or also referred to as the square, was used and developed to 
effechvely generate, comrol and coordinate the entire urban system. The plaza 
oncentrated a ll buildings relevant to the function of the administrating government 
and power. The main church, in some cases a Cathedral, and the royal house were 
a lso located on the plaza facing each other. Th se buildings w r normally very 
imposing in si,e and style 
convincing most if not all 
that this wa the new 
governing power, the 
Spanish Crown. '° Th plaza 
was a lso to be used as the 
F1g 4 l\nal or the downtOY,n c1ry plaiz.1 C.u.1dalajara Jalr..co!COi'LAlJR I 
core of social i!nd civic 
gatherings. It was 
specifically staled and 
understood that the most prominent busin ss and merchants were to be placed here as 
well. The pfaza wa to be the center of c ivil and religious power, the image of an 
urban landmark, and the implemented meeting point of a new city." 
: CJ:K'O: d'II:' Spo1nl'S-h r1<11nc gl..,--cn !~ lh,c h ~torlul .,~1 01.a dty 
Xnptd l'\O\'a ~c:a!>a, 1-fabitacion Y bpacio Urbano~n 'vtex/t·o,v 
lO JaviE"t AgullNa Ro1a< TPOrf.l orh,mi<tr<,l ton /ii colonl.zaddn espanola ck> -\meric4. Las Orden.1nz,v, dtt Ntlt'11,, 
P,>bfJCidn. Ciud,1d y ferri(orio. 1977, p.,1e'l(!Co: nu1, eoe,o-manol p 94 2.4 




With 1he Spanish conquest, n w architectural theories were introduced from the 
classi ordinance with an added Arabic Oair. Unique models f designs were created 
with the construction 
fi~ 5'. Tct'ltro Ot-goll,1do .1960, ICOPLALRI 
f churc.hes and 
convents. These 
structures formed the 
base for the 
evangelization of the 
indigenous peoples 
where the ir native 
ideology was sti l I 
portrayed and was 
th n denominated as 
the architectura l style of requirqui. · • Tequitqui art combi nes the European artistic 
tradi tion with !he Indian aesthetics." Afterwards, the Baroque style was imposed in 
large cathedral, and government buildings. In rural areas, hacienna. and large est>tes 
were built with a mozar.ibe style of archi tecture." 
U "H,qOfiJ dt 1,i CludJd dt Cu.ic.lJl.l1.i rJ p._111e, 1 " ~if"xico Descooocido 20 1 ?. acrf'f>«<f '-.!oltf"mber 
20 12hltp:/,'Www mex1cod(!!.Conocido.com.nu11fa,-1odt1-de--lJ-t i1•d..~l..(lf-,,gu,1ct.ll,1j,u,1•p,lt!e- l html 
l equilqu, is the combination ol European ar1islic trad1tio~ ,,·,th the- 111d1guionu!> a!rthcti,o 
13 ~ico Desct>nocido. ' 11ist0fia de la Ciudad de Gwddl.1j<1ra: pdrt(' 2 
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Most buildings with high ar hitecrure featured a Baroque style that was original 
to Latin America. 
This originality 
came from th 
different array of 
stone, brick and 
plaster found in the 
area. It differentiated 
from Spani h 
Baroque in its need 
to make architectural adjustments based upon the availabi lity of materials. In Spanish 
archi tecture structural elements were given a Baroque decor hut in New Spain 
Baroque elements were largely used for decorative purposes only. Many of the 
Baroque elements were found on the retablo. These facades are interesti ng on their 
own as they are made to mimic the interior architecture of the build ing. This is seen in 
cathedrals and temples as the main fa~ade would be very similar to the wall behind 
the altar, 
High arch itecture in most Latin American cities is sti ll an important element ,n 
cultu ral identity. Today, the emblem used to characterize the c;ity of Guadalajara is the 
two prominent yellow towers of th Cathedral. This implies th social conne<:tion the 
citizens of Guadalajara have with the religious building and how as a culture 
Mexicans adapted to Spanish architecture and identified to it as part of their own 
I I 

tradition and arL Good examples of high architecture are also seen in the eo-
ClassicJI, Nco•Golhic ann Eclectic styles. Most are built with masonry techniques and 
a wide array of cantFra. r.1 
Fig, 7: Hosp1c10 Caband~, (COil( AllRl 
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Urban Dwelling Architecture: 
In 1725, the city of Guadalajara witnessed the end of its first development 
stage. The society and city trace had to adapt to its nl'\v title as apital of ueva 
Galicia. Guadalajara ;aw this transition from rural area, to city. to regional capital, to 
virrein~/ (viceregal) capital, and as a result the population tripled In the eighteenth 
century. 15 I rom 1720 to 1800, the urban trace expands from 100 to 200 hectores anrl 
its population doubled from 12,000 to 25,000 people. Hmising also grew in this time 
period from 143 lo 334 blod,s. In the second half of the eighteenth century, 
Guadalajara's housing construction grew from 1,541 homes in 1738 to 4,487 homes 
In 1791, anticipating population growth."· 
Tequitqul architecture was the name given to the high architectural style, whi h 
boasted a mix of Spanish and Indigenous traditions, art and constmctive methods. It 
cou ld also be perceiveri in the architecture used inr Colonial style 
urban dwellings. A Mestiza/e '' occurs when the mix of two different cultures originate 
a new original culture and ca n be preserved in the urban dwelling of the time. 
Althm,gh not all historic dwellings found in Guadala1ara are constructed in adobe, the 
principal fonrs of this paper will be on adobe dwellrng found rn the A and 8 
perimeters of the historic protected area. The architectural st)'les will in lude Colonial. 
eo-cl3ssica l, Neo-gothic, Eclect ,c and Neo-colonial. These are terms used in 
,, 
I~ l-tO!>d"1a Loreto Lopt>1 C,l~l,, V1~•,c11d.i'S- y Ptuga~cn 1.i I tl~to,i.a de Ml'~1co. 
M de la M.or.a POO•ll.1. Hlsrf'lfi.a ,lt.J 11'mo ck Nut"a Gd/ici,1 eo la -,merica Sep;e.m,ional, Guadalajara 1973, p 
!i04, Cast.1nPd,.1. Vivi, C.wdal.?jara b ciudad ystJS (uncirme'!>, C1,.i.d,1J.;1[.11,), 1()2:l, pp .i&-•9 




classifying architectural patrimony in Guadalajara Jalisco.•• 
/"ig. 8: Panoramic of Guadalajara trom Ana.lea neif;hborhoocl (COPLAURI 
Colon ial dwellings present im1>0rtant architectural elements such as the pario 
central. Homes with a patio central are common in that most are accessed through the 
front zaguan, which is a pa<Sageway that connecl5 to the iconic inner courtyard 
referred to as the patio centr,1/. The use of a zaguan in an urban home represented 
so ial and economi status. In the construction of homes held during the colonial 
period, 57% of them contained a zaguan. It was a symbol of constructive quality and 
was used to priv.a1ize the lives of the families in ide. P, In liiome c.a'ics the pt1ssageway 
:: lgnJ<;iO Co1Tl£'z Arriola. (riJt'fkJ!> pard la idenlifiCM.ion e inH•t1tl/ll'l df'I p.1mmnnlo~rMit,ulo 1H' MMdo rlr /,lli"f:n 
Ro,s.i 1-.,,. Lort'4o Lopez. C.n,t5, Vil·lt.'nd.n i· H('f:areJ en L1 Hisrori.a d€' Mf'llh o 
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would wr~r around Lhe enti r patio_ This patio was used to distribute the i!rchitectural 
spaces and all Lhe rooms would be accessed through it 
Fig. 9; Interior ot a J)rivate home. c. 1900\COPLAlJR) 
The p.1tio cemral reated an architectural typology where the layout for these 
adobe Colonial structures depicted a C, U or square. The common areas were 
conveniently placed al the front of the house. whi le the bedrooms were distributed to 
the sides; kitchen and servant quarters were located at the rear of the structure."' The 
patio central was seen in 79% of homes built during colonial period in Guadalajara. 
This architectural element increased the price of construction but was justified as it 
2(1 Emil.a D1dL Arreola, Lilian.a Foenlf's v.ines <ll'ld So0,1 Pe1tL "-i.-irtinet MJnual ck U.1ox·r.·.itton <k Moruimt"flros 
Jli.Horicos y ArquJttV"r11r,1 de• flf!Tr.J !Chihuahua; 11',,;AH CONA.CULTA! 
I 5 

gave value lo the way of life by guaranteeing a useful architectural fl oor plan and a 
pleasing separation from ommon and private family areas." 
Guadalajara has always been identi fied JS a tertiary economy. Since colonia l 
limes, many homes were adapted tu included tiellda (store) in place of its living room 
at the front of the house. liaving your own business or tienda was seen as an element 
of virtue and dignity to the fami ly. In some cases, the stores were small and had a side 
entrance; in others, the store was the main objective of the construct ion and was 
placed at the fronL 
The construction typology in colonial urban dy,-ellings is fairly similar in the 
sixteenth, seventeenth a.nd eighteenth century. For three centuries, few variations were 
made in the manner materia ls were uti lized, and the m3teria\s 1hemselves rema ined 
the same. The most common con(itrudion materials used were adobe fur walls, stone 
21 Rosalva lore\(1 I opt.·z. Casas, Viv,end,1s t' HoR,l(f'sen /J Hi.~tonJ de.\le11,1<0. 
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for foundations and in some cases walls, cantera for columns and detailing, lime for 
mortars and rlasters, and wood for roofs, doors, window frames a nd o th r weight 
bearing elements.~ 













religious Baroque clements by 
simplifying and readapti ng 
them. Urban olonial adobe 
dwelling facades 
22 ~uli<:n Chiappero Ckvaldo and "1.1ri.) Cl,1ro1 s~1pl<;.1c:he. A1q1J1lff.lwa M Tierra c,uda.· Bre\ f.:'S conckkv.i(lu/W~ 
wiNelJ consel'\.)t:1M >· 1., '"~r,wr.icioo.(8u~ Ai~- Nol.iu~o. lOO lt 
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characteristically display spaces with a height of fiv,- meter,; per level. In the case of 
Iwo story structures, a balcony supported by thick cornice of carved cam ,,, was 
common. A simple cornice made out of canter a or brick usua lly crowned the walls. 
Ornamented columns or comer pi lasters were common and wpre usually const ructed 
of can1er,1. Finished wa lls were constructed with adohe or brick and stone masonry. 
Foundations were usually visible, con<trucied of cantera, and were close to eighty 
centimeters in h ight. Window openings varied from 0.90 to 1.20 meters wide and 
had an approximate vertical proportion of 1 :2 . 
Fig 13: Vernaw lar ot f)Oll lll.1HfwPlltng fair;,xle- tGomf'1 ) 
Vernacular or 
populu architecture 
ic; rm arch itectural 
typology present 
si nce the arrival of 
the Spanish to mid 
twentieth century. This archilectural style was mos~y seen in rural areas of the state 
(many were engulfed by the growth of the city). Communities adapted to the 
availabi lity of materials and were not as concerned with keeping up tn,nd,. In general 
tennc;, vernacular and popular architectur~ show t har;)cleristi cs such a~ il 1hick 
he;1ciing over windows, single story, walls crowned with a simp[e cornice us1.1ally 
18 

made oul of teja" (clay tile used in a upside down ' u' shJpe to cover roo fs) or brick. 
Walls are made of adobe and in many cases, are left without any plaster covering. 
I 
rig 14 vemc1lul.1 , otpopul,1r dv.~llings window!. and cloo~ (Cumez) 
" :u Tep; dJr tilt• u}.(:d fri a upside down ~"- ,.h,1pe lo t'.'Ovt·, roofs 
Vlg,:i"i f,U!efS., becUTI!. 
m □ □ □ 
W indow 
openings oi1re an 
approximate width of 
0.70 to 1 .20 meters. 
Wooden vigas-'"' 
19 
~ - - -
I ' 
generally support an earthen horizontal roof. In some case,, an incline in the roof is 
formed by a wooden superstructure and covered with teja. 
II 
Guadalajara's llrban 
dwell ings w ith a Nco-
classic style were in 
many cases erected in 
an adobe form of 
construction. This 
style is wi tnessed in the first )'ears of the nineteenth century. Neo-classic architecture is 
a resu lt of educated professiona ls in the construct ion field. The San Cirlos RoyJI 
Academy of Fine Arts in Mexico City educates arch itects in the European trends. The 
Neo-classical style was introduced in a period of e onomirnl growth, ther fore 
11umerous buildings were erected hoasting this new trend. Many older colonial homes 
were updated with the new style. Adobe or camera walls arc characteristic of the eo-
classica l tre11d. Walls are mad to look smooth with a plaster covering. The use of an 
architrave with its component cornice, friC'ZC and architrave helped to give the 
fig 17: Eck> lit L1c,.1dc (Gomez) 
building a sense of 
proportion \•vithin an 
urban domestic setting. 
Usually pla eel at the 
ends of the fa~adc, 
20 

lassical pilaste,s upport the architrave with a capital. Window openings reach an 
approximate width of 1.20 to 2.50 meters and a vertical proportion of I :2. 
By the mid nineteenth century, the formal Neo-dassical style oi architecture 
lost favor among the city's designers who increasingly gravitated to the Eclectic style. 
The Eclectic style is witnessed from the second half of the nineteenth entury to the 
1930s. 1 his style was so popular that many ulder homes were acfapted to display an 
Eclectic form of architecture. Walls are built of adobe or ladrillo adohon- ', and some 
represenlilhons boast a thick covering of plaster that is then crossed with horizontal 
lines. Window openings reach an approximate width oft .20 to 2.50 meters and a 
vertical proportion of 1 :2. The ends of facades are ornamented with pi lasters. 
n 
Fig 18: ltl«11c windows an(f door), 1Go111ezl 
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present a ea-Gothic 
style of ar hiIecIure. 
eo-gothic 
architecture was witnessed in the second half of the nineteen and beginning of the 
twentieth century. Common characteristics of I his architectural trend in urban 
dwellings are walls made of adobe, Jadri/lo adobon or canter a. Interior spaces reach 
heights of five meters p r level. Balconies are ornamented with cornices. Window 
openings reach an approximate w idth of 1.20 lo 2.50 meters and a vertic:-al proportion 
of 1 :2. Windows may portray a lanceted arch. 
I 
Fig lO: "-leo-Gothic windov..'\ (GomeiJ 
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eo-<:olonlal , Neo-indigenismo and Regionalism are all architectural styles 1ha1 
hope 10 bring back a Mexican style of design. After the Mexican R volulion, citizens 
longed for architectural representations with influences associated with Mexico and 
leave behind the European trends so popularized during the Porfiriato. Dwelling, 
during th,s period are highly influenced by colonial trends, indigenous borders, fringes 
of pre-Hispanic origin and the use of characteristic colors, materials and fini hes 
original 10 the region. Adobe and fired brick are the construction methods used lo 
display these architectural trends. 
23 
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IV. BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: ADOBE 
Historic adobe buildings are represented in many countries throughout the 
world, from Kyrgyzstan to ew Mexico, U.S.A .. illu trating the predominance of 
the construction method from cu lture to cultur and generation to generalion. h1 
lhe world, some of the oldest indigenous ,rnd Furopean structures were erecled in 
an adobe form o conslruclion. • As a consequence of !heir age, 
design and functions, surviving adobe bui ldings are among the mosl historically 
and cu ltura lly significant strucrures in their communities." 1, 
Fig 23: Picture of ill whole lam1ly 4n fronl of ,1111 ,1dobt: horn(' C\1,>d,11.nj.u;i (COPtAl IRl 
The use of earthen construction as a basic material has been ·ommon for 
most of Mexico's architectura l history. Spaniarcls introcluced the construction 
Ui f I ("t'Oy lolle§., l't .al., Set.smic S1..abi//z,1rlm1 aJ Hislo.k Adobe Struct.urt"l. find/ Repnn. of Inf:! Gdly St-ismlt" 
A.dof>e Project 0.os AnVlt>S. (A: Tl~ Getty (Qn!',E'r.•;.1tion lmtitulP, 2000.), .X t 
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technique in the XVI century in Lalin America, Adobe construction flo,irished with 
the new Spanish and Arab innuenced traditions. Europe had defined and perfected 
their art hen buildings. In Spoin, many of these structures were developed with 
building traditions brought by the Moors. In colonial America, European earthen 
building traditions were translated and adapted into a rich element of colonial 
architecture." 1 his range of knowledge has permitted the development of adobe 
and soluhons lo many of the architectural problems found in th is r gion, such as 
how to best llse Ollr nat,iral resources and the adaptability lo lh wide range of 
climatic conditions found throughollt the country,'" 
Adob has many favorable characteristics for conslniction in arid regions: it 
provides effective lhenmal insulation, the skills and xperience needed to build an 
adobe structure are minimal and it does not require th use of s ar ·e or cost ly 
materials, nor the use of additional energy. Skilled technicians such as engineers 
and architects are generally not involved in this type of construction, hence the 
name non~ngineered construction.29 Adobe is an an ient and universal form of 
construction but also faces many cultural, economi , and social challenges.'0 
21 wCuia P,actic;a p.1.,,1 t,1lleres ti t'.:dl)dC-itacion ck! restauracion en ,1dobf""" fur"l<.IJCJOO Nltrplano, O,ile 2010-
2012 , acce§§ed f'ti.O\'ft'nb(•r 2013 
~1 .:,jsir.Uu.fdlll',lr !{ I' ll l\'d.dOC!.'g u .1 p,~i£!!_f.,1p,.l< 1I t( __!I_ ,_n..,r.1ur t~ 
29 6.aca,_ Me.tlco: L.1 Pt·rd,W de la A.rqwtKr.ur.J de Adobe en o\lt--".ICO 112- 114. 
Mdmal Blonde-I, el .11 Earlhqui1J..e-Res1s1ant Cmutruclion of A~ Buildings · A 7uto11.1, (FFRVIAfE W0tl<l 
~~sing Fncyclopcdia, Okta~d, C.ilifomi,1 2001 > 




V. PROBLEMS, MAI TENAN CE A 0 RESTORATION OF ADOBE STRUCTURES 
To begin the pro ess o( restoration, maintenance or just conservation, it is of 
pivotal importance to identify and determine th.- cause< of nelerioration. With most 
adobe restorat ion, it is essential to intervene with the same materials and of equal 
qual ity to th,,t of the original to achieve continuity between old and new. Today 
the main causes for adobe det rioralion are structural damage, water related 
problem,, wind erosion, vegetation, insects and the use of incompatible materials. 
Many of the structural damages een in adobe constru tion originate from an 
improper design, insufficient foundations, and inadequate or weak materials. Other 
contributing fa ·tors are those asso iated with Ll1e bui lding's inadequate 
construction such as arthquakcs, wind, water and in some ca es1 even now. 
Guadalajara wilnes es thunder storms of great magnitude with an 
abundance of water in a short perioc of time. These rains can be detrimental to the 
structural soundness of an adobe structure. 
Moisture is one of the largest causes for adobe det rioration. Moisture, 
1>articularly rainwater, traveling by capillary movement is the major cause for 
deterioration in adobe construction. Rainwater can cause many problems. One, 
known as •coving", is where the wall just above grade level is hollowed out 
because water accumulates at the foundation or splashes on to the wall. Water 
fow1d underneath ground k-vel, such as springs, high water tables or improper 
drainage, could travel th rough capillary action into the wall and cause the adobe to 
bu lge, erode or cove. When water seep~ into the wall from the gmund up, the 
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bond between the clay particles in the adobe breaks down . When grOlond water 
travels up the adobe wall, it carries salts and minerals that a rc then deposited on 
the surface, which could also cause erosion. 
Interventions for water damage can occur with proper planning and 
maintenance. The use of watertight roofs and adequate drainage is the best 
protection against leakage and most water damage. During the nineteen-century, 
many huilders chose lo ap p.arapet walls with fi red hricks. because of it,; harder 
nature and su itability lo the erosive .1 lions of rainwater. However, if the structure 
originally did not contain firehrick the introduction of the new material will 
drasti ally change the structure's appearance and historical fabric. 
The accumulation of rainwater near the adobe foundation should always be 
f'(; 1-4: Salts ~red t,y 11s.ng groundwalt'r and.lor 
(.)1!1WdtC'r §Jllash fflil)' ~~ c.iused CO\·ltl~ ,U fht" b.tse of 
,,dol.H- wall !NPS) 
diverted away from the building. 
Regrading can divert water, as 
well a building gravel fi lled 
trenches or brick, tile and stone 
drip gutters. Regrading is the 
mosl effective intervention since 
gutters and trenches can 
potentially hold water near the structure's foundat ion." 
One method of stabi lizing adobe bricks is ;oil cement which is a mix of 
JI N1rk Gtornlcko and Rob I oodon . .. (a fnspocciOn de.<\dobf.." ln~1)E('tu1g Th~Wortd, accessed Febru,1ry 27 
1012, htlp:ll'olo'-"<W.n.tc"hi.oa¥.1do~ec1ion- ,,ani,h.htm 
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pulverized natura l so il w ith a small amount of Portl and cement and water. Due to 
the lower amount of cement, there are voids left w hich let the materia l crack and 
can repair the damage ca used by coving. It is important to note that the use of 
concrete patches, cement ,tc,cco, and cu rb-l ike bll ttresses aga inst the covi ng 
usually have negative effects because of the moisture that can be • ttracted and 
trapped behind the concrete. "Cement stucco and cement patches ... have a 
thermal ex pan ion coefficient of 3 to 1 0 times greater than that of adobe resulti ng 
in cracki ng of the stucco."' Cracks potentia lly w ill allow both liqu id waler and 
va por to penetrate the adobe bene.1th and the stucco w ill also prevent the adobe 
wa ll from dry ing out. If the moistur becomes overwhelming the adobe wi ll reac h a 
con, i,tency of soft putty." 
Other interventions for conserv ing adobe include the removal of 
neighbori ng shrubs, trees and foundation plantings; roots may be growing into the 
adobe and trapping excess iv moisture, conducting ii into the walls. Regrading 
should be considered if the level ground immediately adjacent to the wall is 
ca using drainage problems. Footi ng dra ins can also be used around the bui lding at 
the base of the wa lls or at the fmmdation to prevent the collecti ve water from 
saturati ng the surrounding soil and adobe wa lls. l he wa ll s at the bottom of the 
trench should be lined w ith a polyethylene va por ba rrier. Clay tile or pl astic pipe 
12 US Oepar1men1 ni rhe lntl'rlor. Preservation of Historic Adobe Bu11dmgs. P,c.·~-n·ariorr Briefs. (fechnk~I 
Presef\r,1ll(H'I St-r,.·k:es: Technica l Pre'-€r\\l(lon Servi~; omcc of l\rchrology and Historic Prt:?o(-rva1,01\/l:-Jerit.J~ 
Conservahon .l 1ld Recreation SefvkP 197 '3). 
JJ RubPn O!.v<11ldo el al., Arqmtfft,ir,l en ~rr.l crucld · breves conc1deraciol'l,E'\ S(l[)te l,1 con~aci6n y la 
r~1.11.1"'c16 18uenos Al1P'i,; "obulo, 2003.), 
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ar then laid al the bottom of the trench, which wil l drain 10 an open gutter. rhe 
trench is then filled with gravel and porous soi l." These drains arc also commonly 
referred to as Fren h Drains". Water damage must be addressed when considering 
the rcsloralion of the adobe urban dwel li ng in Guaclalajara. Wind can a lso cause 
st ructural damage to adobe constructions; particles such as rocks and debris 
thrown against the walls in high wind zones can c.1use horizo ntal cracks ancl the 
disintegration of the primary maleri'1I. Th is damage is general ly found on the upper 
half of the wall and comers." Seeds are also some of the elements deposited by 
wind. 
Fencing or Lrees can be used as a wind barrier or breaker if there is pre~n c 
of high winds. Trees must be placed far away from the structure so the roots will 
not bring negative effeds lo the •earth-fast' building.•· Wind tunnels can be 
created in the streets of the colonial city bul speed power and consistency are nol 
as prevale nt in the downtown a rea of Guadalajara. Also beca use of the pmximity 
of other homes, street and cars, many of the solutions such as harboring trees are 
nol convenient or ad\lised. 
Adobe construdion by nature is atlfactlve to the germination of intrusive 
vegetation, maki ng it one of the causes fo r deterioration. Roots and the rel nlion of 
moisture by vegeta tion may cau e lhe break down of adobe brick .1nd therefore 
14 Gromkko, Nld:, ~ob London La lnspec1;16n <I\" Mobe 
n "F,ench 0r~1n1, • Wfkipedla The Free Encyclopt"<li,1. ,1ccf'S~-d Jul¥ 2013. 
http:llen. w1 kipedM.Orgtwil,; i.lf mnch_dra ins 
'b Ow.aldoet aL, Arqt1irt.'CWri1 en fiefra c111d.1. h<e-ies l'OO(Jrl(>r,k:K,1u.:s jQb,c /a COl'tseN.Kidn r l.1 wsr,tur.1,r.ld 
)' US Oq:,arttTlf'nt of Lhe ll'ltt'rlOr. PreservafKJin 81i~~- r,('~~-.,00,1 of ffi~roflc Adobe Bulldrniffe. 
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cause stru tural damage. The burrowing and nesting of anima ls, bi rds and insects 
in walls and founda1ions will destroy lhe structural soundness of adobe buildings. It 
is important to take into consideralion lhe presence of termites. Even Though there 
might not he much wood in the walls, termites can travel through the clay 
contribuling to the lack of strnctural soundness." 
fig 25: Water damagci .and growmg ~-egct.lh(Nl on~ ,ldobe building 
Termite wood 
infesled vigas, 
savinos1 lintels, wall 
braces and Oooring 
should always be 
replaced with 
wood. From a 
I>reservation poinl 
of view, when 
replacing window,, doors and inlerior floors, ii is adv ised w h n feasible to replace 
with the same form, malerial, and s1yle of each.'" 
The use of incompatible ma1eria ls in adobe buildings Is another common 
factor in 1he deteriora1iun µrocess. Historic adobe buildings have been periodically 
restored utilizing concrete or s1eel. This can cause the adjoining adobe to collapse. 
The reason for this is simµle: the newer ma1erials, which wi ll expand at different 
115 Qj\•Jldo, Arqwft'CfU7a M rier,a crud.a txe~-es conciderricion~ sobfe la COO}(!/VdClon }' la resJ:auracid 
nll)ld 
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rates due lo temperature changes, tear down the relatively weaker adobe material. 
The application of materials such as plastic and latex on the outside portion of the 
wal ls also will not expand at the same ,ate as the rest of the structure and will 
eventua ll y cause portion of the wall lo break off.'0 
When replacing, patching or repairing an adobe brick, effort should be 
made to find day with similar texture and color to that of the original fabric. If the 
adobe brick is only partially disintegrated a patch could be put in place. This is 
done by scrapping off the deteriorated area and replacing with appropriate adobe 
mud. Allhough some build r reuse the fragments scraped of by grounding them 
and mixing w ith water, ii is now advised by professionals to restrain from doing this 
since the reused material could contain high concentrations of salts and minerals. If 
a substantial amount of the adobe brick has deteriorated, it can be replaced with 
one made on site or a commercially made brick composed of un-stabilized (has no 
chemical additives) adobe. It is important to mention that inder blocks and 
concrete blocks should not be used as replacements since they are not compatib le 
with older adobe bricks." 
As with adobe bricks, when replacing mortar ii should match the origina l 
fabric as closely as possible. Adobe mud mortar should never be replaced with 
lime mortar or Portlanrf cement mortar. Mortars of lime or cement do nol have the 
same thermal ex pan ion rate as that of the adobe brick. In some historic adobe 
:~ Os\l,lldQ, Arqu/recru,a Ptt llt'rrJ cruda · bre1-es concideraclOl'li:~ -sobte IJ t:Or)St•n.·ildtin y /.:1 restaur.:1ckS 
US Df,r~.irtilll'nl ol rhe lnterHK. Prcsen·ation Bneis. P1PSer1,1tion of H1stor1c Adobe Buildings. 
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buildi ng:;, the presence of cement as an original materia l of construction has been 
found. If th is is the case, the cement must not be removed or replaced with mud 
mortar beca use this will resul t in the destruction of the adobe brick. If refl"iring 
cracks in th mMtar, it will be necessary to rake out the cracks to depth of two or 
three, inches of the mortar joint's width to reate a good key (mechanical bond!. 
Bricks should be lightly sprayed with water to in rease a cohesive bond and then 
grouted wi th new mud mortar." 
H istoric;1lly adobe brick structur~ would have an exterior surface c0<1ting. 
Adobe surface coa tings were generally made out of mud plast r and in some cases, 
lime plaster and Portland cement were used. which make the recoating process 
much harder. When deteriorated, surface coatings on adobe buildings should be 
treated like other adobe repairs: with materials of the same quality and ones 
originally fou nd on the building. It is important to scrape off enti re ly the 
det riorated surface coating, being careful not to damage the adobe brick, before 
repa iri ng begin 
Earthquakes have destroyed or highly damaged many of the culturally 
representative structures made with adobe. Adobe structures are highly vulnerable 
to seismic activity. Arehitecl< and builders have categorized adobe buildings a, un-
re inforced masonry. Typical modes of failure during earthquakes include severe 
cracki ng and disintegration of walls, separation of walls at the corner<, and 
"'2 Osvaldo, Arq41ilt"Clur,1 en tieoa cruda: breves concidelaoones sabre /;J coru:,pn ,ldrln )' /,1 ff"Stilw,1cid 
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separation of roof< from the walls, which, in mosl cases, leads to collapse." 
Traditional adobe construction responds very poorly to earthquake ground 
shaking. suffering serious slruclural damage or col lapse, and causing a significant 
loss of life and property. Seismic deficiencies of adobe construction are caused by 
the heavy weight of the slruclures, their low strenglh, and brillle behavior. During 
Fig. 26 Buil(f1ng In Chlle cJes1royed .iftet st-1!.fl'ht acth11ty (U1rectur10 
constt11u1oll) 
strong earthquakes, due 
to Lheir heavy weight, 
these structures develop 
high levels of seismic 
forces they are unable to 
resist, and therefore fail 
abruptly." Around 
30% of 1he world's 
population lives in earth-
made conslruction. Approximately 50% of the population in developing countries, 
including the majority of the rural population and al least 20"/o of the urban and 
suburban popu lation, live in earthen dwellings." The Geity Conservation lnsti lule 
has addressed the threats of seismic destruction of cultural properties around the 
world, from Los Angeles, California to South America, areas of the MediterTanean 
:~ 1:Uondct,. M.i1tdt1I. <·t Jl., tarthq11aAe-Res;nan1 Constwctlon n( Adol)I: 8ulld111g,- A Tutorial. 7 
lb1d6 
' 5 1b1d7 
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and China, which contain enormous. contenlrations of cultur.al patrimony. The 
most recent study is The Getty Seismic Adobe Project (GSAP) that was initiated in 
1990 after the 1989 Loma Prieta eanhquake in California. 
-
ri~ 23: Workl distriUUtion or intXle"1tt" ,ind his seismic risk tSensi 200JJ 
The GSAP tested reIrofi1ting on adobe buildings involving horizontal and venical 
Slraps, ties, venical center-core rods, and improvement on the anchoring of the roof 
to Lhe wall . As part of this project, nine small-scale (1 :5) model buildmgs were 
34 
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teSled on the shaking table at the John A. Blume Ear1hquake enter al Staniord 
Universi ty in Palo Alto, C. lifomia, U.S.A. Two larg scale (1 :2) model buildings 
were tested during the fi nal phase of the GSAP research program at the ln<litute of 
Fanhquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology IIZIIS), in the University of 
•ss. Cyri l and Methodius• in Skopje, in the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Ma edonia. 
All these n1ethods proved to be successful in reducing the tendency of the 
building to collapse. In-plane damage was less using the ver1ical straps; these 
helped prevent large displacement of the walls but did not prevent small cracks 
from accruing. They are also useful in preventing piers from becoming unstable." 
Nylon straps made of 0.3 cm wide, flexible, woven nylon were placed 
horizonta lly or vertically, forming a loop ei ther around the entire building or 
around an individual wall. The Slraps were passed through small holes in the wall 
and the two ends were knotted together. Vertical straps were most effective for 
reducing the risk of out-of-plane wall collapse." This solution has had valuable 
seismic outcomes but can be unsightly and could be distracting to the historical 
character of historic buildings. 
Vertical center-core rods installed in the adobe walls were effective in 
delaying and l imiting the damage both in-plane and out-of-plane walls. Although 
in the GSAP test models, cracks did appear on the in-plan walls they never 
«. TallE"i, et: .al,, Seismic Sr.1Miza1k>n 6f HJsro,/c Adobt- S:,uctun:S: I ln.11 Report al the Gerty Seismic Adt,be 
Projt'cr 146 
◄ 7 ib1d 97 
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became severe. In the out-of-plane walls, center core rods act as reinforcing 
clements. The steel rods were grouted with epoxy to create an effective shear 
transfer between adobe and steel, creating a positive attachment. Because of these 
centcr-<:ore rods. the walls wi ll act as structural reinforcing elements in the vertical 
dire tion. The Lenter-core rods also act as dowel pins that minimize the rela tive 
motion of the adobe bricks. Center-core rods will not disturb or damage the wa ll 's 
surface."" 
Another technique tested by the GSAP was the strapping system. Strapping 
on the structure has minima l impact on the histori fabric of the wall and is also 
reversible. If the surface has murals of historic importance, the installation of 
strc1pping technique is not appropriate ... " "for most historic buildings, however, 
surface renderings of walls are not particularly significant, especially in cases 
wher there is deterioration of plaster / stucco or damage has accrued from an 
earthquake."'" Unfortunately, many of the seismic retrofits ,uggested by the GSAP 
are extremely expensive and technically difficult, therefore not a viable solution for 
most of the vulnerable adobe architecture in risk. II is one of the most worrisome 
faulls with adobe structures. 
Today adobe constructions are sti l l very common ind veloping countries 
and many efforts have been made to disseminate education and information on 
structurally sound adobe rural dwellings. Adobe construction is today used in rural 
-1-11 Tolie\et .al., X'Bm,c Subiliz,uJan ofH,sr(lllC ~dobt! ,vucwrr,.· f /~I Rcpott. ol r.he Ceil)· Selsmlc Adnbi> 
f'roj<•ct 146. 
49 Ibid 146 
ro,b1d 14i'. 
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areas of marginal countries, where the vulnerability of life is tremendous. Many 
governments are issuing educational pamphlets where construction steps are 
illustrated and explained in lay terms. An example of this is the A Practical Guide 
for Workshops in Adobe Restoration (Guia Pracliaca para talleres de capacitacion 
de restauracion en adobe). The Chilean governmenl issued a pamphlet with the 
overall infor,nalion on how lo classify adobe structures and lhe problems 
associated with this type of earth n conslruction. In one of !heir sections there is a 
how 10, sl p-by-step guide on applying geomalla (geomesh) on existing buildings as 
a slabilizing retrofiL Stanford University also used geomesh as a seismic retrofit on 
exisling schools in villages located in the Andes. •As a resull, lhe local schoolhouse 
is much safer, and the villagers know how lu replicale the process in other 
vulnerable buildings.•" This and other measures taken by loca l governments 
should result in more sound and stable future adobe structures. 
The next images are from lhe A Practical Guide for Worksl,op in Adobe 
Res1oralio11 indicaling slep-by-<tep illuslralions on the use of geomesh for seismic 
retrofitting: 
" I 01u BergCfOn. -Petu, i,m ,.-,ILJ~•u, (h(>n n ho-,, fiJ prnu•a Minix> bwld,ng<; f,om Nrthqu.:d. collap'!>f!. " 
St.infonl Rqx>n mew, 11. 201 t) ;1~ -.JO\, libE>r 1012, 
h1tI):t/ne'N!..stam01d.edulnE>Wi;.tlO l l ln<wembc-h'pe-r,M1t.'t'.l-ll1M.-rctrofit-112111 .hlml 
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F,g . }0: Coveting of ~h reanforced adobe \\<.all with outt•rplt1ster !Chile G~! 
When it comes to the seismic retrofitting of historic adobe structures, 
technology and interventions sti ll seem expensive or high ly invasive to the 
historical integrity. Although further study in the seismic relrolilling field of hisrori 
structures continues, ma intenance sti ll plays a pivotal role in keeping an adobe 
dwelling structurally sound. 
These are just a few examples of available interventions in the deterioration 
of adobe structures. As mentioned, many pamphlets and guides exist 10 aid in the 
restoration of adobe structures, detailing in depth the Interventions avai lable to 
38 
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salvage a historic structure. A Practical Guide for Workshops in Adobe Restoration 
issued by the Chilean government and The Conserv,,tion Manual for Historic 
Monuments and Eimhen Architecture issued by the National Institute of 
Archeology and History of the Mexican Government are good examples. 
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VI. URBAN ADOBE DWELLINGS TODAY 
Fig 3 1. CU,.,l(l;daj,ua Jat cCOPLAUR1 
It was c.ommon practice for t~ditional 
Mexican cmnmunities to live in ,,dobe 
structures, whi h were inherited from their 
ancestors. Families would periodically 
manage preventive maintenance that 
preserved these structures in stable 
wnditions. A lthough the educated 
community is aware of all the inherited 
advantages of these adobe structures, the 
houses ar still on the brink of exlin lion. 
Because of th readiness and accessibility of 
industrialized materia ls, adobe constru lion has diminished dramatically in the urban 
setting. The majority of the Mexica n society believes that adobe structures as indicative 
of poor dignity, unhealthy living cond itions, and wn a dangerous mode for 
habitation. Adobe homes arc considered a symbol of pov rty anrl are hind red by the 
advance of technology, to the extent that all financial institutions and urban developers 
refuse to offer lin of credit for the maintenanc or restoration of these structures. 
Most of these structures are considered worthless and a price is solely given to the plot 
of land in whi h they stand." 





results of Mexico's 2010 
population censu,;; 
revealed !ha t lhe 
populalion residing in 
the Guadalajara 
Metropol ilan Area 
increased from 3.7 
mi ll ion in 2000 to 4.4 Fig Jl : histing Adobe structm'C ir\ Cu.adalajara Jal. ffl orC!>) 
Extenl of Guadalajara Metropolilan Area 











census resu lt.s i llustrale how the Guadalaja ra Melropol ita n Area is conl inuing to 
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exr,erience the effects of suburbanization and counter urba nization. " Guadalajara 
currently has a shortage of accessible housing, yet many of the homes found in prime 
locations such as that of the downtown core are abandoned or vacant. Guadalajara's 
housing market has seen a signifi ant shift in investment. land use and economical and 
political ideology in the last decades. " Reforms that reflect a neoliberal ideology have 
affected the production of space in urban Mexico by liberalizing access to credit for 
housing and promoting private land developm nt. Yet the emphasis on housing as a 
pri vate investment rilther than as ti more genera l social goa l xcludes most worker!i 
outside of the formal economy who have no access to these benefits, a huge numl,er 
............ ------□
of Mexicans."" In Buying 
Development: Hou,ing 
and Urban Growlh in 
Guadalajara, Mexico, 
Guadalajara's housing 
development is classified in 
Lhree groups: formal 
(generally social-interest or 
government funded), 
higher income and 
informal hous ing. As seen in chart 2, the majority of the housing development from 
:U • Popol..1tiCHl Chance in 1he C u.,1(1.11,lpr,, ft.\f>1ropoht,1n Area. N Gt."'ll ~ xico, ~ Noveml)pr 201 l, ht1p;//gi'O-
mP-Jeico ,corn/lp:::339S 
5-' Harrlt"r ct al_ Buring De~lop111t!rlt Housing .and Urban Cmwth In Gu.adal.1j,1,.11 Mexico, lUrb.in Crog,aphy, 
30;05, 2009) 47 1 
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1970 to 2000 took pla e in the outskirts of the city's perimeter. When developing this 
area's utility infr3 tructure, its planned transport3lion networks, basic services and 
provisions a re over looked. •As a result, the housing boom creates a fragmented city 
with little concern for the integrated whole."" 
The trend of diminishing populatie>ns in the downlown core has become an 
alarming tr nd for the urban planning division f Guadalajara and today COPIAUR 
(Urban Planning Commission for the municipality of Guadalajara) is proposing to 
reduce the area of designated historical significan e protected by current regulat ions. 
This will not only aid in the destruction of many historic adobe urban dwellings but 
will also introduce n w architecture, which like in past history, will only clash with the 
remaining historical bui ldings and reduce the hiSlorical context of the city. A prevalent 
source assisting in the loss of the historical adobe urban dwell ing is ,1bandonment. The 
President of the 
Historic Downtown 
Patronage, Enrique 
Ramos Flores, has 
proposed the 
reduction of the 
historical perimeter. 
He, like other,; in 
" 
I ,g JJ· Adobe Buiklmg Guadata1ar.t Jal trkxes• 
H.imet" ~ .11., 8uyi,~ Dt.'\'elopment ~ing .and Urban Cmw1h In Gti,,di,l.11.tra, 1,,tei,:ioo, 485 
---- - ------- • _._J 
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positions of government power, believes that the area delineated as historic i too big. 
This is believed to correlate w ith the lack of intervention by government agencies. 
Other hindering factors are the lack of information, communication, investment and 
expropriation power.5.., 
According to municipal authorities, Guada lajara contains 24,4 18 structures of 
Fig, 34- Adobe home with $Upr,orts., Cdl flnfomlildorl 
patrimony value. In the last 1 O 
years, it is s.1id that Guadalajara 
has lost close to 2,200 historic 
homes. In 2000 and 2004, the 
Committee for the Historic 
Downtown, Neighborhoods and 
Traditional area of the Municipality of Guadalajara conducted a study of historic 
dwelling inventory. This study classified 14,000 original dwellings from the sixteenth 
to the nineteenth centuries located in perimeter A and B of designated historic area 
(see figure on pg. 48) and estimated that approximately 7,000 have lost their historic 
value because of obvious visible deterioration. II is stated that only 5,746 of the 14,000 
in the downtown area of Guadalajara are receiving continuous maintenance. l 7 It is. 
believed that more than 9,800 of these historic structures are leased to renters, which 
5li ,.Pff'rt:'llclt.•n redud, elCentroHlsfdr1co. El lnfonnador Janui.ry 1013, oK.ce§ol'd ~ovember 2012, 
~rp:llwW\v.mformadDr.com.mVJ.,tli(()/201l/432t08/6/prelPnden-teducir•el<entro-hi..i:onco.h1m 
El l,nformador. •Pn:li!fld(:tl 1t:du<:ir d C<.·11tn:> Hist&• o 
-- -
-- -- _ _.____u 
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have no intereSI in the restoration efforts of the structure and are hesilanl lo lei 
governmenl officials in the homes lo assess the slate of the builcling. Ignacio Gomez 
Arreola, architect for the INAH (Nationa l Institute for Anthropology and History). 
confirms that every rain season (May lo August) two or three historic homes fall as a 
result of abandonmen1." Arreola says that owners lei homes fall little by little and 
show no interest in restoring or maintaining th m. Of homes "about to collapse we 
would be t.slking of about 30" ." 
Chart J . Rental pen:en1ase in the metropolitan a~a of Gui:1Wlat<) f,l 
!H,1rotr e1 di I 
Mexico has done 
admi rable work in the 
conservation and 
restoration of monumental 
historica l patrimony. The 
beauty of Mexico' s 
histo rical heritage is well 
represented by the vasl 
number of Baroque 
religious properties, by the 
governmental buildings and 
public plazas and gardens. Still, th re is a disconnect from a true historical 
representation of our patrimony if the urban dwelling is not preserved. It is the urban 
~II fl lnformador, ·Prelsnden r!i'dut:ir 91 Cerdm Hist6ncc ~ 
" ,bid 
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dwell ing st ructure, which aids and gives us a context to the use and meaning of those 
monumental structures. Without the monumental structures b ing accessible to 
society. a fundamental question arises. Who us.-cl and built these common areas? 
r iR 35 : At.loUC M1U<"1Ufi" Guadala jara Jal. (Flores.I Through these lllban 
dwell ings, one can 
perceive the actual 
historic landscape of a 
colon ial ci ty. l he story 
told by a built 
environment is only fully 
comprehended if a ll 
aspects of the historica l 
conte.i are incl uded. The Fig 36: Adobe structurt' Cui.1d.il.l1t1ra }.)1. n loresl 
ci ty of Guadala ja ra did not 
nourish sole ly beca use a 
majestic Cilthedra I and 
government buildi ngs were 
buil t in the area, but also 
because of the growing 
community where fam ilies 
settled and generation after 
gene ration of people decided to reside and ma ke a livelihood. 
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VII. MEXICA LEGI LATIO 
When dea ling wi1h the preservalion of historic patrimony legislalion, codes and 
regulalions have an importanl ro le. Mexican regulalion concerning hisloric s1ructures 
is sound and detailed. v.-,rious regulalions frnm different enlilies and ins111u1es 
compose Mexican conservation legislalure. It tarts at the federal level and Sleps down 
to state and th n the municipal level. Articles in ity codes and fed ral regulalions 
prove the thought and awarenesc; lhe government has toward c;onserving Mexico's 
built heritage. Still, today many historic buildings, in particular the most vulnerahle 
adobe historic buildings, are being demolished, abandoned or simply foiling apart. 
To fully understand problems concerning historic adobe buildings, every angle 
must he examined including legislation at different levels. In the Civil Code for the 
State of Jal is o under th title number five for property, Chapter one is dedicated to the 
law for ulture and natural patrimony for the stale of Jalisco. Article three of this civil 
code states that the executive power of the state of Ja l isco and municipal governmenlS 
must protect the cultural patrimony of the state and the nalion and will do th is by: 
identifying. classifying, cataloging. restoring, conserving and diffusing the values of the 
slate's cultural patrimony and 11 will regulate use and in1erventions made to ea h 
lructure. 
The civil code pertains to the stat entity, in this case Jalisco, but leaves 
cataloging lo each municipal government. The municipal government of Guadalajara 
complies with an interactive catalog system online. The inventory includes location 
da ta such as street name, official urban number, district, sub-distri I, neighborhood, 
47 
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latitude and longitude. Identifying char.,cteristics are also included su h as name of 
structure, numher of stories, actual use, origina l use, dale, architectural style, author 
(architect), and state or c.onservation. allerations. classifications and interventions. 
There is no mention of construcUve methods, and there is no current system that 
groups the listing by style, date or any other character but sir I name and perimeter. II 
is important to mention that this inventory is rarely upda ted and arch itects and 
historians in the fie ld believe it should include the current state of architectural 
interiors as well .HJ 
-------- ----- -------- -
- -----




The historic patrimony of Guadalajara i 
for it< most part located in the center area of 
the city, the radius of the actual urban traLe. 
The urban planning codes for the slate of 
Jalisco can influence enormou \y the su ces< 
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and conservation process of exist ing historic structures. The Urban Planning code for 
the State of Jalisco in Title Ten, the UrbJn and Architectural Cu ltural Patrimony, states 
through Articl 336 that the municipality is to use all laws made to protect and 
cons rve structural patrimony. Partial urban planning plans musl identify all structures 
with cultu ral va lut: that must be protected. Municipalities must take into cons ideration 
the protection of the historic structures w hen authoriz ing I icenses and permits for 
puulic investments and private projects. 
Fig 18: Hi~toric Perimete-r (COP~UR) 
MEZQUITAN 
CHAPALITA 
JARDINES DEL BOSQUE 
COPLAUR6' is the Urban Planning Commission for the municipality of 
Guaclalajara and has i t own Urban Zoning Regulation. In Title One, Urban Zoning. 
Chapter 1 Article 3 states that COPLAUR is Lhe technical unit of the municipal 
government in charge of planning and regulating human settlements and the 
t, 1 coml.siorr de p/BnfHJCJon .urban a 
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conservation, irnprovemenl, growth and delermination, reservations, uses and 
destinations of areas and sites of the municipal centers, to organize, coordin3te, 
implement, participate, promote, monitor, assess, advise, disseminate, upfiate, inform 
and promote sustainable urban development of the municipal territory. Section 
CVI of the same article classifies Artistic Monuments as those established by Federal 
Law, which correspond to buildings that were constructed from 1901 to the present 
and that are of some relevant value. Section CVII describes Historical Monuments as 
those established by Federal Law, and correspond to buildings that were built within 
the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries and contain re levant value. Section CXXII 
states that Cultural Heritage is all movable and immovable property with tangible and 
intangible values; cu ltural property of archaeological value, historical or artist ic; 
traditional to visual image, and is protective of the cultural landscape, environmental 
space, and socio-economic character, which keeps the natural balance. As well as 
those that contain historic features which document identity, animation, customs, 
economic, scientific or technical accomplishments and are of relevance 10 the states 
history. Cultural heritage also is referred lo as that which holds a spiritual or 
intellectual inheritance for Guadalajara and the state of Jalisco. 
ection CXXIII defines who and what are the Trustees: Trustees of the Historical 
Center, neighhorhoods and traditional areas of the Municipality of Guadalajara. 
Section CXXIV affirms the scope and section known as Perimeter " A" that is the area in 
which there is a major concentration of buildings considered Historical Monuments. 
Its defi11ition corresponds to the growth of the ity of Guadalajara until 1900. Section 
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CXXV illu strates Perimeter "B", the area that was delineated with th purpose of 
protecting architecture, which was used until the first half of the twentieth century. 
In the same rnunicip.11 code of uroon planning, Title Two articu lates on The Use 
of Plots and Land of Guadalajara and in its Classification of Zones. 
Article 24 Section II slate, that Mexican urban development law classifies areas of 
historic and cu ltura l value as a protected area. These areas are identified on urban 
development plans with a PP lproteccion patrimonial, protected patrimony) key. To be 
class ified as Protected Patrimony, the structu re must be dec lared as historically 
significant by the Commiuee for the 1-tistoric Downtown, Neighborhoods and 
Traditional area of the Municipality of Guadalajara. The Director Genera l of Public 
Works, the Board nf Trustee, of the Historical Center, the Director of Artistic and 
liistorical Pat rimony of Culture of the Government of the State and the Committee on 
Urban Planning compose the Commiuee for the Historic Downtown. 
Protected Patrimony (PP) is subdivided into: 
a) Areas of historic patrimony protected by law are those which are archeological 
monuments or the assumption of exishng archeological findings of value. 
ArtiSlic monuments related to open spaces where topographic elements give 
esthet ic value or are relevant to the cultural landscape of historic monuments. 
These monuments Qrc those1 which .are related to an important dale or event of 
national importance. These, in particu lar, are protected under the Federal Law 
of Historic Monuments Jnd Archcological Areas. Artistic and Historic 
monuments are controlled IJy the Nationa l Institute of Anthropology and 
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History and are classified on Partia l Urban Development Plans wilh an 
adjoining key or PH. 
b) Areas or cultura l protected patrimony a re those not classified as protected areas 
of historic patrimony but are contained in the urban trace and can add histor ic, 
architectu ral and cultural value. It is stared that structures wilh high historic or 
artistic value are under the conlfol of the State and Municipal Governmenl and 
protected by State laws, plans and programs. These buildings a re classified on 
Partial Urba n Dcvcloprnenl Plans with an adjoining key of PC. 
c) Areas protected for urban cultural landscape a re all structures, which on thei r 
own a re not classified as protected by law for thei r historical patri mony bu! 
contai n arch itectura l value which he lp form the cultura l landscape. These 
structures are $aid to contain .and promote char~cter by thei r urban elements. 
For this reason, th y are lo be prolecled by !he Urban Developmenl Plan and 
identi fied wi th !he adjoining ke)• of PF. 
Urban Development laws X and XI prolect areas !hat are described as transferring, 
generati ng, receivi ng and deve loping human rights. These include protected historic 
patrimony (PP). protected natural areas, conserved natural areas, and aqu ifers, and 
have to conta in the sub key of CID (generating development) and RTD (receiving 
developmenl). 
The municipa l government counts on specifi c regulations for the area known as 
~ti,roric Center and traditiona l dist ricts of the Municipality of Guadalajara. These 
groups of artic les are ~pecific in the conservation, protection and restora tion of the 
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historic perimeler and calaloged patrimony. Article 4 states that publi c works is lhe 
entity responsible for coordinating all procce<!ings to exped ite aulhnrizalion and 
licensees viewed in the Law of Urban Development. Article 8 stales that ~,e 
Secretary of Cul lure is spec iali zed in the matter of preservation and should be held 
responsible for the promotion, execution and actions nee<le<l 10 protect and increase 
the art istic, cu ltural ancl t1rch itectural va lue. Article 9 describes The Committee for 
the Historic Downtown, which is formed by an inter-insti lulional commission, as 
having the objective 10 speed up and unify procedures and determination for 
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Article 43 states in accordance to it, chara teristi sand architectural value 
p.,trimonial structures are classified in the following categories Reference Table 2 
Chart 5. (Flon'SI 
Oe!Prnuned by law 
Historic Monument., of Ci .. ,,1 
Relevance 
Artislu: Monument 
Sl ructure of rele .. ·ant Jrt1s.lic 
value 
Sll'\..lcture of relev~1nt cuhur~I 
landscape vi1 luf> 
Harmonious structures 
Non 1--fam,onious structures 
Empty 101 
- -- -
-- . _ J_J 
r ederd l le\·el 
Cl,w;ified .'lS C..llegOI)' A and B 
St.ate le,.·el 
Clrls!i1f1f;'d a$ c.1!1,>gory A and 8 
State lew.:>I 
Classified as category C 
E!.thettc vdlue 
Built afler 1900, hJs 
cuchilPCtur.11 va lue d!t dn 
indivi dual or .is part of .in 
urban com le)!; 
Property of cu ltural landscape 
v.alue 
Cl: built before 1900 
t:2: buih afit.>r 1900 
A.re not cons1clQ-red of lx'f1tdg@: 
vc1lue but are not deteri01.:1ting 
factor to the urban ima e 
Are no t considered of heritage 
value and are J detetiOfaling 
(actot 10 the urbcin 1rnc1 e 
No erected structure and are 




Article 48 states that The Committee of the Historic Downtown is the authority 
in issuing the opinion and guidelines of the scope and type of work that may be 
performed on each property, w ithin the areas of protected patrimony. 
Chart 6. (UO!'("SI 
Po1 tnrnoma l Structure-, lntN \.cntmn Ov~r seen by 
H istori cJ I Mon11mL"flt Only specialized restor,,uon INAI I ;md Cornm1Uce for the 
DetL"1mined by Law i! nd ronwrv.thoo Historic Downtown 
Historic Mcnrn1il'nts. of Civil Specia li zed restori:'ltion ;:md INAH anc.J Commince for the 
Rele11ance conM'.!rvd1io,- m.i)' be Historic Downtown 
autho,11f'd 
Attlstlc Monument ~P1>tor,111un ,md con~r,.•J l ion l'-IBA, Secretary of Culture and 
Committee for the Historic 
Down10~1,n 
S1ruc1ure or 1clcvan1 .1rtistic RestOfJtion, con~auoo and ~rvt,uy of Cultur(" and 
valu~ controlled rehabilit;:i lion Comminee for the Historic 
Downtown 
Slructurl! of rl'ICV,lnl cullu1al M.ly be authorized (Of Committee for the Historic: 
lt1ndsct1pe val~1P c:on~("f\r.11100, rt-'!. IDrdl1on Downtown 
5pE:'('ialist, <"OntrollPrl 
Jd.aptJtion and fitness to the 
ur'ban imaac 
l·IMmonlou~ stru<. turcs Control led ,1daptal1on, Comm ittee lor the Hi toric 
ad.lp1,111on 10 lhc urbJn lm.1ge DO\.,.ntown 
~nd cont rolled n1vl,tu'm(•n1 
Non I la,moniou ~ !ilruC1ur('S 1'c.l .1pta1lon to lhC' urb;rn lm.igc- Committee 10( lhe Hl!.totic 
i;tnd controlled rep l,u:-,ement, tJownl()½,'n 
according to 1he specific 
chdr,u::t~1f.ll t..:S of each ,,,.·ork 
and th£~ ne(>(h of lhc user 
Empty lot Acc:or<lmg to lhc m.'(.-ds of thf:' Pub lic Work!i and Committee 
intere>sted ;m d h,1wd on for the Historir Downtown 
established uses Jnd spec,ik 
toning.. !thould me~ lhc- crite,1,1 
foe integra1ion to thP urhan 
image thal a,e marked by the 
Con11mltl"t' 
Article 52 states that al l structures found in the 1>at rimonial wne must maintain 
the architectural configuration of its interior and exterior p.1rameters, including all 
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constru live elements such as height, walls, proportions, materials, textures and color. 
It is prohibited to subdivide th fa~ad of a structure. It also states that, in exceptional 
cases, some modifications on the exterior walls are permitted lo accommodate an 
opening to be used a a garage. 
Article 53 describes structures, awnings, appliances, pipes, cables, and any 
ot11er elements, systems, or parts or mechanical installations, such as electrical, storm, 
sanitary and 01h r superimposed on the la~acle as prohibited on all patrimonial 
structures, with the exception of those produced at the time of the original 
constru lion. 
Mexican Conservation legislation i difficult to understand because so many 
governmental secretaries share 11. As seen before, some regulations are controlled by 
the fecleral government but are to be enforced by the municipal govcrnmcnL Insti tutes 
such as I AH have federal power in cleciding and enforcing urhan developm nt 
regulations. Although these are to be enforced by PRODEUR"', (Procuraduria de 
Desarollo Urbano) which is another independent co,nmission that specializes only in 
enforcement of regulation, time and time again the authorities arrive too late to the site 
and irreversible damage has already occurred 10 patrimonial structures, especially the 
most vulnerable, adobe and mid-<:entury architecture. 
Professionals in the field of preservation a credit the size of the historic 
perimet r, the lack of communication between different government agencies and the 
public and the scarcity of funds as leading factors lo the disinvestment and Joss or the 
,, 
• Attorney's OfikP of l, rl,.an De\: lopment 
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historical structures. Another issue mentioned by government officials is the absence 
of expropri ;ition laws to aid government and preservationist in the conservation effort. 
It is a common thought that much of the prob I m lay in the hands of property owners, 
as there are many who see no value in the restorati on efforts and others who simply do 
not have the economi cal resources. 
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VIII. U.S. HISTORIC PRESERVATION PROGRAMS: SOME TRANSFERABLE 
IDEAS 
Guadalajara"s preservation effort< re ly on Lhe romanticized argumenl Iha1 
hisloric b"ildings should l:,e protected and reslored because lhey represent a tangible 
syml>ol which illus1ra1e who we are as a culture. The nostalgic argument< arc 
important 10 the advan ement of our culture and national identity but today 
conservation efforts demand concrete benefits lo the conservatoon of these structure,. 
The shortage and demand of low income housing in the metropolitan area of 
Guadalajara is an ongoing obstacle. The continuing urban sprawl and deplelion of our 
natural resources is another l;,ctor hindering the urban landscape. 
Today, U.S. legislators and urban planners are !urning Lo historic preservation as 
a valuable mechanism in combating issues such as urban sprawl. affordable housing 
and deteriorated hisloric communilies. In the 1960s and 70s, federal and tale 
governments were concerned with the increasing neeci of affordable housing and 
deteriorated communities. In a direct action to this, entire communities were 
demolished and new unattractive low income hous.ing construction was. pul in place. 
Some years later the fai lure of lhis approach Lo lhe problem was evident. In numerous 
cases. the results were suburban sprawl and weaker downtowns.u Now historic 
preservation is being used as a catalyst for economic development, community 
revitalization, i;lnd conservation of energy resources. 
ti] l!l'bdna Renewal . 
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In the United Stales, historic preservation has been a significant partn r in 
accommodating low-income housing. National figures in WOO show th.ii 31% of 
homeowner; wilh an annual household income below $20,000 liven in older and 
historic homes a, well as 34% of r nters wilh the same household income. Populalion 
minorities are also included ,n these stalistics as 31 % of African Americans and 24% of 
Hispanic, l ive in older and historic homes as well as 29% of the elderly community. In 
lhe yea r 2000, 11 ,000 historic districts existed in the U.S. and the majority is locaIet:l 
in low to moderate-income neighborhoods."' ' Older historic neighborhoods conIribuIe 
far more than a sense of evolut ion ancl history. Older and historic neighborhoods 
provide homes for families of every economic level, but part icularly for those in need 
of affordable housing.'" 
A sponsoret:l study by the U.S. Departmenl of Housing and Urban Development 
\HUD) estimated lhat the cost of repairing an old home with significanl physical 
problems would l:,e approximately $75,000. Repa ir costs to an o lder home with 
moderate physical problems would be $25,000." Many of the older home inventory 
fall into the fi rSI category wi th significant physi c., ! probl rns but when considering 
location, built quali ty and design, rehabil itation is a possible option for many. "Whi le 
it is sometimes possible lo build something more cheaply than the rehabilitation of an 
-64 U.S.. dep:.irtn)tf"Jt of I lou5ins and Urllan De-1. efopment • Hi5rfH'k: 17'.•\t'fVJr.tOIJ {r, h01I5f11~ ,1rtd community 
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historic building, histori~ rehab,litation IS always competitive when quality is part of 
the cqualion."6':' 
HUD in collaboration with the Federal Office of Community Planning and 
Office of Environment and Energy encourage cit) officials to use the Community 
Developmenl Block Grant Program ICDBG) in projects undertaking historic 
preservalion. 
The CDBG's primary objectives are to provide decent housing, a sustainJble 
living environment and economic opportunities to people of low and moderate 
income.~ In the proc-e.ss, implementing a hi!-itoric preservation program sav~ valuable 
energy resources. Historic prescrv.1tion is plc;.o important in conserving the hisloric 
landscape and identity of each wmmunity, giving each a sense of pla e. The logic 
behind many community rt=>vitaliz.:ition programs is that if one house is. restored and 
given a higher economical and nostalg,c value others will follow. "(An] individual 
invested in an olclcr, olt n dcrel,ct, property, resulting ,none renewed old building, 
others saw the example and did likewise, often down the street in a stmilarly under-
loved property, and that made two. Soon it was happening in surrounding blocks, and 
the neighborhood was coming to life again. Community revitalization was the 
consequence not th Gm~. o( these isolated but numerous commitments of 
ordinary people,"" 
61 Yeater, · H1st.tK1c pres~n at.Ion. I! works 10,- cornmunrJl rFI 11a,1z..)fK>n.1• 
bll Section 101 
64il Yeater, ·H1,ror1r pn.';Stnutian It works 1n1 comnwnttl re-.1Jaf1z,HKN1.1• 25-10 
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CDBG programs support many activi ti es, w hich may be linked to the 
conservation of historic properties. In the community planning process, opportunities 
to formu late community goa ls and obIectives could include str;itegies for preservation. 
Community development, hous ing, land use, economic development and energy 
conservat ion can all be used ta include historic elements. Data coll ection, studies, 
analysis and implementing measures are all activities c l igible for CDRG gr;,nts, which 
ca n aid in the historic preservation objective. Another activity c[()se ly related to 
preservation is archeo logical surveys that include reconnaissance surveys of CDBG 
:; iles that contain valuable historic res.ourcm,. 
Al l CDBG projects are in compl iancc with Section 106 of the ational H istoric 
Preservation Act, which inclu{le historic preservation piano;; and the rehabilit3tion or 
restoration of historic propt,rties. These are di rect actions on behalf of the CDBG but 
man, indirect actions sti ll apply. Economic developmenl can be directly l inked lo 
historic preservation a.nd many advantages come from the rehahi litation of an older 
structure. Admin istrative osts can also be covered by CDBG funds and linked to 
preservation as ln conducting surveys1 market ana lysis, costs c)f site anci util ity plan,;;, 
narr;itive descriptions of proposed development or rehab il itation, preliminary cost 
es:limates, urban design documentation, and "skelt.h drawings , including pre~rv.ation 
object ives and making proposals compatible with historic sett ings." "HU D's mission 
and it< fu nding capabilities make the agency an important force in many communities, 
thus mak ing HUD uniquely 1x,sitioned to promote the Preserve America program and 
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historic preservation. Productive use of histori properties is an important tool for 
provid ing afforrlable housing and supporting economic development. HUD'< acti ve 
participation in Preserve America leverages the agency's ability lo use preservation as 
a critica l component in ful fi lling its mission and m improving the quality of life for 
people th roughout the country."' ' 
HUD progr~m like the CDBG are solutions to the low income-housing 
problem in the U.S. using historic preservation. Historic preservation has also been 
connected to "saving tax money by reusing buildings and infrastructure, conserving 
resources. preventing urban sprawl, revitalizing community centers, and can impact 
and encourage private investment. .. n 
Programs like these are valuable ideas that could be transferred and 
reinterpreted to solve some of the housing and historic preservation issues found today 
in Guadalajara, Mexico, Adobe structures h;Jve been given an unfavorable reputation 
for many yea rs, but it is st ructures like these that comprehend much of our hisloriL 
patrimony. Banks and other mortgage lending entilies are discriminating towards 
bu ildings made out of adobe and refuse credit lines to own rs of Sllch structures. 
Guadalajara today is faced w ith a declining populat ion problf'm anrl a low-
income housing shortage. In 1972, the Mexican rederal Institute for Worker ~lousing 
(I FONAVIT) was created_ INFONAVIT is the largest mortgage lender in Latin America 
with more than 5 million mortgages. "from 1972 through 2000, INFONAVIT funded 
11 I-IUD ,md Presel'\'e Amet,(.I "HUD and l'rt.·x·rH.' Am(!fiCJ Wtw~mg together ro Ouild Su~!.Jin.t.bk Commur1/Lit?5, • 
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more than 2 million housing units, or 15.5% ol all houses built during that lime period. 
Since 2000, INFO, AVIT h.is granleo another 1.7 million credits for housing, providing 
housing for about 10% of all Mexican families.•""' 
NFO AVI I has made homeownership a possibility to many Mexicans as before 
private hank mortgage credil< were and are still beyond the means of many Mexican 
itizens. !'he creation ol lNFONAVIT also led to a massive prodllcllon of homes by 
developers and home building firms. Although homeowner hip became a possibility 
for many throllgh the years, the social dwelling built for I FONAVIT mortgages has 
become almost uninh.:ibitable. As the president of the board of Architects in Mexico 
stated, rn.any of these new homes are not meeting minimum space requirements and 
mortgages have become inaccessible. The social and interfamily problems created 
from barrios I neighborhoods) such as these ar now costing state governments more in 
public security." "The tontempor.1ry urban residential lanrJ"ape is a reflection of a 
deregulated hocosing market that facilitates a boom in house construction but procluces 
little incentive to integrate these new developments through cohesively planned 
transportalion networks, utility infrastructure, and provision of basic services. "' 75 
Many ol these barrios are also contributing to the urban sprawl probl m many 
Mexican cities arC' now facing. Guadalajara 's urban trace grows each day, engulfing 
and destroying valuable natural resources such as el Bosque de La Primavera la 
-, 
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protected forest on the out.skirts of the urban trace). "Guadalajara now grows in a 
chaotic manner reminiscent of U.S.-stylc spraw l, replete with congested roads, 
segregated enclaves, cone ntrations of poverty, and con~truction in hazardous 
environments."'1,. 
Although / IUD programs have had a bad reputat ion with preservationist 
groups, many of the core ideas could be usec to protect and save residential homes in 
Guadalajara. Programs such as the CDRG can he helpful in add ressing the 
depopulation problems in the histori downtown area of Guadalajara and the loss of 
valuable historic patrimony. 
The Main Str t program is another trans crablc iclca. The Main Street program 
was created by the National Trust for Historic Preservation and primarily focuses on 
revita lizing distri ts by leveraging local assets such as enterprises and creating 
community pride. The program undertakes projects ""ith The Main St reel Four Point 
Approach. The fist step is to organize, establishing "consensus and coop.-ration by 
building partnerships among the various groups that have a stake in the commercial 
district."'' A govern ing board of directors is put in place and a volunteer driven 
revitalization program is enc:ouraged. The second point is promotion that has as a 
fundamental goal, to create a positive image and give the community, consumers and 
investors pride and confidence in th ir commercia l dist rict. As a third poinl, The Main 
Street Program focuses on the physical aspects of creating a s.ife, inviting environment 
~ Ha.merr1: ,11, -ou►·ing De,1>lopm,•r11· Hoo~1ng .i1td Urb.Jn Growtli Ill Cu,1ddli1jaru p. -485 
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for ,hoppers, workers and vis ilors. Through design activ ities and instal ling good 
maintenance praclices, commL.1niHes crec1 te an appea ling visual atmosphere. 
Fnhancing Lhe dis1 ricl's phys ic.i i appea ra nce includes the rehabilitation of hi51oric 
bui ldi ngs., encouraging appropri3te new construc:tion1 developing sensitive design 
management systems and educating business.es and property owners ahout design 
<1uality and long term planning." The last point is 'economic reslructuring', where 
Inciting competilivenes...~ .and merchandising skills. tu current and future business 
owners S;tr ngthens a balanced cornmercia l mix. 
In Lhe past fifteen years, Guadalajara's area known as Chapultepec ha, 
undergone a physical and economical resurfacing. Many of lhe homes and business 
localed in the perimeter are well ma intained and socia ll y valued. A vibranl 
international and local community l ives and works in lh district. Many high•end 
restauranlS and shops invesled in the building< and affluent people followed, making it 
one of the most exc iling and culturally d iverse neighborhoods in Guadalajara. This is 
an example of business being the catalyst 10 economical and cllltural developmenL 
Chapu llepec's rekindling was more of an organic un•programmed growth but can still 
aid .as a case study lo the importance and pow-er of commercial business developmenl 
and how thi s can initiate a stable historic neighborhood. Today Chapultepec in many 
ways is vibrant place !hanks to lhe many restaurants, cafes, book, and leisure stores. 
The city government did play a role in creating lhis creative place as it allowed the 
publ ic ,r1rena to be used as a pl;ace of lei,;;;1ire- and cult~i~I endeavor with concerts, art 
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rl isplays and well thought ot1t landscaping. The area ha, seen an increase in 
economical value and has also lured highly educated and professionals to invest and 
live in the ar a. 
It is important to mention that there has been a negative sid to the introduction 
and accommodating to a new aflluent population. There xists an ongoing issue with 
the introduction of new architecture, luxury housing buildings and gentrification. 
Government entilies. laws and regulations do not solely carry out historic 
preservation in the U.S.; for the most part. it is the dedi ation of an individual or group 
of individl1als. Most hi,;,tori preservation and ommunity revitalization programs. ~tart 
with an individual fixing up or rehabilitating a forgotten building in a discarded 
neighborhood and a community embracing the inhemed b ncfits of having a usable 
and restored historic structure. 
Guadalajara and Mexico do not have a nonprofit and grassroots culture as the 
United States does. Most non-government.al agencies doing work in Guadalajara are 
international NGO's. As we have seen in ities throughout the United States the 
involvemeril of a community 3nd a bottom up approach to the revit.ilization of a 
community or neighborhood is a determining factor in motivating su tainable growth. 
COPLAUR understands the importance of an involved communily and has for the last 
decade hosted and funded a com1:,e1ition of projects addressing the restoralion of 
residential patrimony. This is a good approaching tting professional, propcny owners 
and the p1Jhlic generally interested in the importance of preservation and r toration. 
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Yel the efforts of a competition do nol suffice or address the urgency of the poor 
conditions. in which much of m 1r historical Jxllrimony lies. 
It is imperative in preservation effort IO engage the community in the process of 
preservation. Efforts done by non-profit organizations such as Cornerstones ar 
valuable ideas that could be transferred to the revital ization of Guadalajara' s historic 
downtown. Cornerstones is a community partnership that has worked lo preserve the 
architectural herit:1ge and socir1 I traditions in more than 300 locations in lhe greater 
southwest region. 7'l Thei r main focus is on the conservation of construction in adobe. 
"S ince its inception in 1986, Comersmnes has p.-1rticir~ted in more than SO such 
restoration projects which have nol only served to preserve important historic 
hui ldings that are central to cultural heritage and community life. but have built and 
strengthened community in the process."'ioo 
"Comer.Hones disseminates important technical lnform~tion f("'8,;1rding the 
restoration and maintenance of historic buildings to a large number of people very 
efficiently tl1raugh one and two-day community workshops on various Lopics of adobe 
preservation.'' Cornerstones has approached the prublem by starti ng a mod I program 
for lhe preservation and mtJintcnance of historic adobe structures, which involve the 
training of youth in traditional bu ilding skills. 
Additionally, Cornersrones has revitalized communities and helped th 
affirmation of cu ltu ral value, by getting people involved in the preservation efforts of 
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their ()Wn heritage. Other services indune technical a«i<lance, loans, equipment and 
fundraising expertise. 
Comer<tones has d,ssemmated Its m,ssion by getting the community Involved, 
with handbook publicahons, preservation workshops and training programs. •Our 
programs st-ek to stn,ngthen communities by bringing oung and older peopl<.> together 
for a common cause - preservation of traditiona l culture."" 
Involving community members and volunteer!io drives hand~-on assistance, 
Experts in the field help l.,y working with the community in training on how to lead 
restoration projec ts. Comers/ones also helps the community organi,e Saturday 
workshops where the youth is given marketable training. "lr]ecogr1izing the important 
role young people play ,n carrying on cultural tradilions." 
W ith help from f><lrlnering organizations such as the National Endowment for 
the Arts, Corners1ones has been able to reach out to ,tudents and provide paid 
internships. This is a fabulous way of getting the people involved and educating them 
at the same lime. "(ducation is the key lo succes and sustainability of community-
b,ised preservation projects. Participants can lilke skills learnec in the workshops and 
teach them to othe~ in their commtmities."&.! 
A hand-on experience in lhe most ancient form of construction can lead to 
grea1 personal growth. These jobs have a social meaning that cannot be done by one 
singl,- person. II takes a community to restore an ,1dobc bt1ilding. 11 is v ry laborious 
11 Cornf'ISI011f•li Community •Partnt'RhlJ)', f'rt-< •¥1 ins ~rd1lrt-clur~l li1•m,1g1.; ,md Cornmmiih Trad,t.inru in i\lt-n 




and short-cuts are ra rely taken because machinery is not applied wel l to this tracii tional 
form of construction. 
Cornerstones .also gets new preservationisls. involved in the cor, servatior, effor1s 
by pa,uierlng with uni versities in sponsoring field schools. New professiona ls are given 
th opportunity to learn about historic preservation policy, have hands on stabi liza tion 
and c<>-work wit l1 experienced professional leaders_ 
Recent efforts have produced a manual for flood damaged adobe bui ldings, 
w hich was partia lly funded by the National Cen ter for Preservation Technology and 
Training. To better publicize thei r mission and cfforts1 the ma n~1a l Wi1S produced in 
both English and Spanish. It was distributed both physica lly and via Internet to 
communities across the IJoarder such as those in Chihua l1ua, Mexico.Hi Cornerstones 
has also published the "Adobe Architectu re Conservation Handhook", whic h is a how-
to manual on tradi tional adobe preservation techn iques and is meticulously designed 
for non-professionals. 114 
Non-profits with missions suc:h as Corn('rSfnnes could he of great .,id to lhe 
preservation process in Guadalajara. Project models such as these cnu lci he of 
important val ue as there exists a disconnect between ~,e society and these historic 
buildings. Hands on knowledge and wo rk cou ld help owners and preservation activists 
ubtain a sense o{ producti vity ~nd resour efolness toward the deterioralion problems. 
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I he cily and community could t,,ke the problem into their own hands and have 
knowledgeable solutions with the a,d of workshops and professional assistance. 
The city o Santa Fe, New Mexico has also done admirable work with adobe 
preservation. One of the most interesting topics, though, is their new embrace toward 
an old form of wn lruclion. The Lily of Santa Fe embraces and advocates for new 
adobe construction. Thei r aclob construction code familiarizes individuals with the 
effectiveness and advantages of adobe. This code makes adobr construction tangible, 
currenl and helps in maintaining a homogenized urban esthetic While wnserving 
valuable nah.Jra l resource with the reduction in need of man made materials and the 
use or heater!t .:tnd air conditioners in the extreme dessert climate. If Guadalajara ,..,ere 
ro promote new adobe construction, the ideology and taboos loward the ancient form 
of building would change. 
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IX. CO CLUSION 
fig. 39! Oownlown Cuadal.11.ar.1. C. 1900 KOPIAURI 
The history of Guadalajara is incomplete without the stories told by U1e 
historica l adobe urban dwell ing. It is w ith these structu re,; that a link ex ists to ollr 
monumental patrimony. C.1t hecl rals. plazas, puhlic gardens and al l government 
buildi ngs. were created to r,rovide a !"ianc:tuary, a \.\1eekend out ing1 i3 soc ial order ;1 nd a 
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community gathering. To fully protect our heritage, conservation measures. must 
extend lo the protection of the common urban dwelling. This is approached by 
revi talizing a community's appreciation towards the historical s1ructures, by 
implementing preservation I,.gislation and vcn by expropriation of land on adobe 
homeowners. A rnmprehensive analysis of all the hindering factors concerning the 
adobe buildings h<'lps focus efforts from the preservation community. 
I lg 40: Dov,ntown Guadalajara c. 1900 1(.QPLAURI 
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To begin to address the probl m of deteriorating adobe urban dwelling in 
Guadaliij~ra, one must see it from different angles. l hus, the solution must a.h,o be 
reached using a multifaceted .1pproach. laking ideas from previous cases of rescued 
adobe structures in other parts of the world, the focus becomes dear. The first focal 
area is bas d on pol icy adaptation, considering the existing local policy and legislative 
process. Together with government support, there needs lo be an effort to educate the 
co,nmunity about the value of historical structures that rescue our roots but also 
ch;mg the argument to include sustainable urban growth. 
COPLAUR with its restoration project ompeti tions and social media have 
helpecl get the community access to hi<loric information. COPLAUR has initiated th 
conversation and sparked Ll,e interest of many through their Facebook page. The page 
has helped il lustrate the region of Guadalajara with the use of remarkable historic 
photography and short informJtional stories. These resources aid in the effort of 
creating a grassroots movement fundamental in establishing a practice of continuous 
maintenance and conservation of the historic patrimony. 
Community advocacy is a must in addressing preservation measures. This will 
aid in economical appreciation, which wi ll also help in maintaining u eel and livable 
architecture in I.he historic downtown. As both community and government agencies 
come together, a link between them will be necessary. A community engagement 
group can help in the enlisting and education of volunteers and restoration processes. 
, on-profit and community organizations can serve as managerial support and legal 
aid along the chffilult process of restoring and conserving historical structures. 
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Allhough very complc•, p.1rtnerships like these between gramools movements and 
government agencies should support lhe revitalization of the heart of what used lo be a 
vibrant downtown Guadalajara. 
This proiect addresses the historical, physical, legislative and cultural aspects 
hindering the preservation of adobe urban dwelling,. Understanding the architecture 
and construction methods of adohe help in the restoration of earthen structures. 
Enough technology and evidence cxiSI to dismiss the unfounded perception that adobe 
buildings are harmful or unsafe for human habitation. 
The w ide array of archi tectural sly les contributes in telling the illustrated story 
of ocir archi tectural history. These buildings are a tangible elemenl to the past and 
embody the cities' history. 
Guadalajara today finds itself in a disordered and disjointed urban growth. The 
city's growth into the outer limits of the metropolitan perimeter and 1he new housing 
development ideology has broken the cohesiveness of the city. The importance of 
conserving our residential downtown not on ly salvages 0~1r cultural identity but also 
could aid in establishing~ SlJSt.ainahl , integrated downtown historic distric:L 
"The fl/story of a community contflbures ro its personality. Preserving the 
f,1Story of a place through its significant hiswric resources gives a community us 
unique char a ter. Historic preservation provide a link to the rool5 of the 
community and ilS people. Overall, historic preservation adds to the quality of life 
mdking fnr a rnore livable community. f listoric preservation fnvofves much more 
1t1i1ttttt1111t1t1 
than simply saving and restoring old buildings and sites of historic importance; 
there are economic, cultural.. ("nvironmental, and educational benefil5 of hisloric 
preservation, a.II of which are inextricably connected to one another and ro the 
living memory of involved communities.•~ 
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X. DEFE ITIONS 
Cantera: 
Type of natural slOne abundantly found i11 Jalisco. Very porous, .ibundantly used in 
mawnry Mexican .arch itecture for structure or omament.1lion. 
Casco Hi stori co: 
Historic -t1rea usuil lly downtown. 
COPLAUR: 
Urban Pla11ning Commission for the municipality of Guadalajara. 
Ladrillo Adol,on: 
Brick made oul of earthen materials, 
Mestizo: 
Used as reference to any person of mixed blood; specilita l ly: a person of mixed 
Eu ropean and Americ.1n Indian ancestry. In Span ish America the term d notes a 
person of combined Ind ian and European extraction. 
Mestizaje: 
The mix of two races, wh ich result in a group of individuals as well as their ideas 
and culture, 
Mexicaltzingo, Mezquit;\n and Ana lco: 
ame, given to some of the first neighborhoods in Guadalajara . 
eoind igenismo: architectura l sty le, which incorporated indigenous patterns and 
colors on facades of bui ldings. 
Patio Central: 
Inner courtyard wiih cii verse uses depending on social class of the house, such as 
work area or ga rden. Usually surrounded by walls, ga lleries or hall s. Used as a 
distributor of spaces w ithin th structure. 
Plaza: 
usua lly found in the center of colonia l cities. Big open areas where gatherings can 
be held 
PRODEUR: 
"Procuraduria de IJesarollo Urbano" attorneys office for urban development, the 
government branch responsible in enforcing legislation and codes. 
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Reinado de , ueva Ga licia: 
Name given by the Spaniards to the region known today as Gu•dalajara o r:I V.ille 
de Atemajac. 
Retablo: 
Collection of p.iintings, murals, or sculptu res that represent a seri , of events or a 
story. 
Teja: 
Cooked clay in th shape of a cana l or "u" used to cover roofs. 
Tequitqui: 
rhe mixture of Spanish art with indigenous influence. 
Tienda: 
Store establishment were artides are being solcl to the publ ic. 
Vigas: 
Structural element used to supr ort the roof usually made out of wood. 
Zagu.in: 
Covered area situated inside a house immediate ly after the front door or mam entry 
to the structure. Usua ll y used in colonial architecture. 
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